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Less familiar piano legends

While Gilels is one of two Soviet
piano giants who ruled the roost at
home (no prizes for guessing who the
other one was), four rather less celebrated
figures brought together by Melo Classic
also warrant the attention of discerning
listeners. Tatyana Goldfarb (who died aged
49 in 1964) makes an especially lyrical
statement of the principal second subject of
Tchaikovsky’s First Concerto (Berlin RSO /
Franz Konwitschny, 1955) whereas
Nina Yemelyanova (1912-98) enjoys a
soaring accompaniment for Rachmaninov’s
Third Concerto, a memorable 1953 Berlin
recording under Hermann Abendroth,
the performance outgoing and energetic.
At the other end of the interpretative
spectrum comes Tatiana Nikolayeva in
Mozart’s E flat Concerto, K482, with
the superb Mozartian Otmar Suitner
in Dresden in 1960, alert in the outer
movements, though the Andante slow
movement is both delicate and subtly
expressed. And finally Lev Oborin, famous
for duetting in Beethoven’s violin sonatas
with David Oistrakh (especially as recorded
in 1962 and released by Doremi), here
represented by a classically forthright
account of the Emperor Concerto (Berlin,
1960) under an apparent interpretative
soulmate, Herbert Kegel. All these
performances repay repeated listening
and the transfers are immaculate.
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P H O T O G R A P H Y: T H E T U L LY P O T T E R C O L L E C T I O N

Hans Richter-Haaser

The Dresden-born pianist Hans RichterHaaser is most widely associated with
the music of Beethoven, Schubert and
Brahms, a number of whose works he
taped for Warner (I still rate his Diabelli
and Hammerklavier recordings among
the best). But Scriabin? Melo Classic
has unearthed an extraordinary 1957
Frankfurt radio recording of the Tenth
Sonata where rather than take the usual
mystic route, Richter-Haaser unfolds
the music’s structural element, which
lends a sense of logic to a work that in
some hands appears not to have any.
Likewise the Poème satanique, wild, it’s
true, but without a trace of demonic
overkill. And there’s Richter-Haaser’s
Debussy, clear as seawater in L’isle joyeuse
and whimsical in the Deux Arabesques, or
gramophone.co.uk

his bracing account
of Chopin’s Allegro
de concert. Weber’s
Second Sonata is
neatly tailored, as is
Haydn’s Arietta with
12 variations, while
Liszt’s six Consolations
are true to the very
different moods of
each piece. Mozart’s
ineffable melancholy
emerges in the great
A minor Rondo,
K511, and Schumann’s
Symphonic Études – just
the theme and the
posthumous études –
fit the pianist’s
meaty approach, as
does Beethoven’s
improvisatory
G minor Fantasia,
which clocks up
the same playing
time as his Warner
recording, bar a single
second, though it’s
John Ogdon is at his formidable best in a 1967 recital released on Melo Classic
a little less forceful.
Beethoven’s Andante favori is ideally paced
as a reckless, metronome-dictated opening
but perhaps the highlight of this particular
movement and/or a funereal Adagio) and
release is a sturdy account of Brahms’s
opts instead for a more natural narrative,
F minor Sonata, weighty (in the Scherzo),
the Adagio flowing somewhere between a
passionate or lyrical where called for and
prayer and a love song, the finale taut in its
with consistently well-chosen tempos (the
fugal arguments. Ogdon’s RCA recording
Andante really is an ‘expressive’ andante,
might project a richer sound-frame but
not a lugubrious adagio as is so often
this 1967 Ludwigsburg live recording
the case). I enjoyed this set enormously.
benefits from a lighter touch. The best
It sent me back to the pianist’s equally
is yet to come, however: a complete
distinctive commercial recordings,
recording of Chopin’s 12 Études, Op 25,
his Schubert (Sonatas D784 and 958)
the opening ‘Aeolian Harp’ enjoying an
in particular. Could there be further
expressive ebb and flow, No 2 in F minor
broadcasts available, I wonder? If so, I’d
rippling effortlessly, the thirds of No 6
love to hear them. As usual with this label,
in G sharp minor boldly projected,
the transfers are exemplary and so are the
while No 7 in C sharp minor expresses
annotations by Michael Waiblinger.
sadness beyond words – and there’s
the double-whammy that ends the set,
THE RECORDING
‘Winter Wind’ buffeted by the raging
elements, ‘Ocean’ (No 12) surging on a
Piano Recitals in Germany
1948-1970 Hans Richter-Haaser current that would defeat all but the most
hardened and seaworthy. This is Ogdon
Melo Classic M b MC1050
at his formidable best; and if there’s any
more available from the same source,
let’s be having it. Good sound, though
the evidence of the last study’s shallowsounding final chord suggests that the
piano had taken quite a pounding.
Nimble, exact, with immaculate trills
and fearless runs at speed, John Ogdon’s
THE RECORDING
Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue makes daring
music of Bach’s harmonically far-reaching
The Ludwigsburg Recital
masterpiece. As for Beethoven’s equally
in 1967 John Ogdon
audacious if somewhat more spacious
Melo Classic M MC1056
Hammerklavier Sonata, Ogdon’s
performance eschews extremes (such

The prime of John Ogdon
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